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AIDS 
• Snippets from the Trenches, a mother’s AIDS 
memoir 
Freda Wagman
 
 

 
 
 

"An unflinching, heartbreaking 
memoir. A testament to one woman's 

bravery and caring in the face of 
tragedy."—Follow the Sun. 

 
"A powerful and moving portrait of 
the limits of humanity and the many 

faces of AIDS. Written with a 
profoundly empathetic voice."—

Pressque Editing. 
 
 

 
 

 
A time line of the twelve-year journey of 
the author’s son living with HIV/AIDS. 
 
Upon learning of his diagnosis early in 
1983, she joined the fledgling AIDS 
Foundation Houston. Throughout the 
book, she tells of her involvement in 
helping other people, along with the hope 
of learning how to deal with her own 
impending loss. Of course, as the reader 
finds, one is never prepared for that. 
 
The book chronicles the author’s personal 
growth while monitoring her only child’s 
health and that of numerous people with 
AIDS whom she had grown to love. Even 
her fellow volunteers were succumbing to 
the illness, magnifying the sorrow to even 
greater levels. 
 
“The book you sent me is wonderfully 
written. I’m not a bit surprised that 
Foreword Magazine designated it the book 
of the year,”—Marion Roach Smith, heard 
daily on ‘The Naturalist’s Datebook,’ 
Martha Stewart Living Radio, and author 
of The Memoir Project, A Thoroughly 
Non-Standardized Text for Writing & Life. 
 
Susan Choi, Pulitzer Prize Finalist, 
American Woman: “The really 
extraordinary thing about this book is that 
it tells the story of how one mother 
embarked on her feverish course of 
involvement in the AIDS community, in 
large part to help herself come to terms 
with the possibility of her son’s death. But 
all that work really doesn’t prepare her.  
She becomes incredibly intimate with a 
series of strangers, yet she and her son 



have more and more trouble talking about 
HIS illness, which is the reason she is 
doing all this in the first place. She 
becomes indispensable at the bedsides of 
countless other people, but when Gary is 
dying she feels helpless, disconnected and 
as if she’d never set foot in an AIDS 
hospital room. What is moving about this 
book is the fact that all this preparation 
doesn’t prepare, because NOTHING can 
prepare her. 
 
Snippets from the Trenches, a mother's 
AIDS memoir is available from Amazon 
in paperback and Kindle2. A video book 
trailer may be seen at  
 
http://video.yahoo.com/watch/4968051?fr
=yvmtf. 
 
Soft cover, 258 pages. U.S. price $18. 
Freda Wagman. 
 
Chinese language rights sold; all other 
rights available. 
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Antiques / Collecting / Antique Silver 
• All About Antique Silver with International 
Hallmarks 
Diana Sanders Cinamon
 
 

 
 
 

“This book is different 
and you should own it.” 

—Dean Six, Editor, 
Silver Magazine 

 
An easy-to-follow guide into the world of 
antique silver. 
 
This is the most comprehensive book on 
antique silver on the market today, 
generously illustrated with 146 pictures 
and up-to-date silver hallmarks for 24 
countries. 

 
 
 
The appendix includes the British Design 
Registry System, United States Utility and 
Design Patent Numbers, a table of 
conversions, and Vienna Hallmarking 
Convention information. 
 
You will want to carry this book around 
with you as a quick reference guide. 
 
“...Great value for beginning silver 
enthusiasts, but it also includes 
information that would be of use for 
advanced collectors and dealers.”—Dean 
Six. 
 
“The more experienced collector and 
appraiser may particularly appreciate the 
last two-thirds of the book, which 
illustrates a good collection of hallmarks 
for European countries and Great Britain.  
 
“The French and English hallmarks in 
particular are easier to read than those 
found in respective hallmark bibles, Tardy 
and Bradbury.“—Martin Fuller, GG, 
reviewer, National Association of Jewelry 
Appraisers. 
 
“Clear and well-formatted, All About 
Antique Silver provides a good reference 
source for International silver marks, 
including the more modern marks lacking 
from [a number of prominent] standards ... 
A useful quick guide.”—Kerry Shrives, 
silver appraiser, ‘Antiques Roadshow’. 
 
 
 



 
Author Diana Sanders Cinamon holds 
numerous professional appraisal 
certifications for antique silver and antique 
jewelry. Soft cover, 269 pages. U.S. price 
$39.95. AAA Publishing. 
 
All rights available. 
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Body, Mind, Spirit 
• Creating a Healthy Life and Marriage; A Holistic 
Approach: Body, Mind, Emotions and Spirit 
Judith Anne Desjardins, LCSW, BCD, MSWAC
 
 

 
 
 
The message of this book—winner of 16 
prestigious book awards in the United 
States and Canada and a Polish translation 
released in May 2013—is one of hope and 
optimism that we can improve ourselves 
and our relationships with others. 
 
Inspired by Judith’s personal journey of 
healing and transformation, it contains 
wisdom and practical self-help tools for 
solving the problems encountered in 
relationships, spanning from childhood to 
adulthood. 
 

 
 
This book is for young people who are 
dating and struggling to find their unique 
identity, single adults who aspire to a 
committed relationship, married couples, 
and anyone who wants a deeper, more 
meaningful relationship with themselves. 
 
“Author Judith Anne Desjardins has 
provided an excellent resource and 
guide for anyone who wants to maintain 
a healthy life.  With excellent wisdom and 
examples beginning with one’s family of 
origin, she discusses how our 
psychological needs are met or not met 
and long-term consequences that might 
occur. 
 
“A comprehensive and interactive guide 
for building lasting relationships, 
Creating A Healthy Life and Marriage 
will appeal to readers both married and 
single wishing to invest serious time and 
effort into the journey of self-healing 
and improvement.”— Carol Hoyer, PhD, 
Reader Views. 
   
A good marriage and a happy life are 
goals often sought but hard to realize. 
Creating A Healthy Life and Marriage is a 
spiritual and uplifting guide…With plenty 
of tips and tools to get to that happiness of 
life, it is a top pick and solidly 
recommended.”— The Midwest Book 
Review. 
 
 
 
 
 



More information about Creating a 
Healthy Life and Marriage may be 
found at: 
 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=Hotc_tyXmiU. 
 
Hardcover, 400 pages. U.S. price $28.95; 
eBook $10.99. Spirit House Publishing.  
 
 

 
 

Polish rights sold; all other rights 
available. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

With listings in Who's Who in the World, 
Who's Who in America, Who's Who in 
Medicine and Healthcare, and Who's Who 
in American Women, Judith Anne 
Desjardins has combined her own 
personal journey of healing and 
transformation with her holistic approach 
to treatment in this exciting book. As an 
educator, she has taught nationally and in 
Canada, and has maintained a thirty-three 
year holistic psychotherapy practice. 
 
Being raised in a military family and 
traveling extensively gave her an 
appreciation for all cultures and all the 
world's religions. She says her greatest 
achievement is her happy, healthy 
marriage and her relationships with her 
children, their spouses and her 
grandchildren.   
 
She is a Licensed Clinical Social Worker, 
a Board Certified Diplomate in Clinical 
Social Work, and a Master Social Work 
Addictions Counselor.
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Crime / True Crime, Prison 
• In the Spider’s Web 
Jerome Gold
 
In the Spider’s Web is set in Ash 
Meadow, a prison for children in 
Washington State. The story centers on 
Caitlin Weber, a girl, who, in collusion 
with her mother and four other children, 
murdered her mother’s employer. While 
this book falls within the genre of “true 
crime,” it is not with the commission of 
the murder that the story is primarily 
concerned. Rather it is what happens 
afterward, particularly to Caitlin, that is 
the focus.   
 
Arrested less than a week following the 
murder, Caitlin and her best friend, Sonia, 
are charged as adults and each sentenced 
to 22 years in prison. Caitlin was 13 years 
old when she helped kill the victim; Sonia 
was 14 years and one week old. Neither 
had been in legal trouble before. Upon 
sentencing, they were sent to Ash Meadow 
where they would stay until they turned 
18. Then they would be transferred to 
“Purdy,” a prison for adult women, to 
serve the remainder of their sentences.   
 
In the Spider’s Web focuses on Caitlin’s 
experience in Ash Meadow and on her 
relationship with Jerry, her rehabilitation 
counselor (and the author of this book). 
 
Part One of the book provides the reader a 
feel for the prison environment that awaits 
Caitlin, and introduces the reader to the 
staff and inmates of the Maximum 
Security unity where Caitlin will live for 
most of her time in Ash Meadow. The first 
part also introduces the reader to the 
relationships between staff, and between 
staff and the administrators who govern 
the prison, all of which will have an effect 
on Caitlin.  

 
Part Two begins with Caitlin’s arrival at 
the prison and the start of her relationship 
with Jerry. The relationship is rocky at 
first because Jerry has the same name and 
is around the same age as the man she 
killed. Although Jerry does not know this 
at first, Caitlin is effectively haunted by 
her victim. She is assailed by guilt over 
what she did, and anger toward her mother 
whose idea the murder was. She struggles 
with depression and has contemplated 
suicide. She wants to deny responsibility 
for her role in the murder and resents Jerry 
for bringing up the past when she wants to 
forget it. But as their relationship 
progresses, they develop respect and even 
love for each other—she for him because 
he does not judge her and because she 
senses that in some way he is like her; he 
for her because, despite her sometimes 
feeling overwhelmed by prison life, 
something in her insists that she keep 
trying to better herself, to make life 
tolerable for herself even in confinement. 
He is the surrogate for the father who 
abandoned her when she was small, and 
she is the daughter he lost when he was 
divorced.   
 
Eventually Caitlin is transferred to the 
adult prison at Purdy and Jerry resigns 
from his job. In an epilogue, the reader 
sees that their relationship, while 
transformed, continues.  
 
Note:  In the Spider’s Web is the second 
book to be published concerning the 
author’s experience as a counselor in Ash 
Meadow. The first book was published in 
2009 under the title Paranoia & 
Heartbreak: Fifteen Years in a Juvenile 



Facility. A third book is schedule for 
publication in 2017. 
 
Publication Date: May, 2015 
 
Softcover, 214 pages. U.S. price $14.95. 
Black Heron Press.  
 
All rights available.
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Education 
• A Thinker’s Daily Challenge™ 
Ken Havelock
 
 

 
 
 
It can justifiably be said that 

this book series brings our 
fascinating world to your 
doorstep, no matter what 

corner of the earth an 
individual calls home 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
“In an era of mindless distractions Ken 
Havelock’s new book A Thinker’s Daily 
Challenge is a refreshing intellectual 
delight! It contains a host of stimulating 
activities. Learning is exciting and fun, 
and can even be addictive, and this is 
deftly demonstrated in this unique book. A 
Thinker’s Daily Challenge clearly 
reminds us that there is much we need to 
know and learn!”—Professor Philip 
Bigler, 1998 National Teacher of the Year 
and popular author of historical non-
fiction. 
 
Young and old alike love ‘quiz shows,’ 
and Ken Havelock’s book provides a 
similar experience in the form of a 
budding book series! 
 
Volume 1 masters the formula of ‘making 
learning fun!’ The volume follows a 
unique ‘daily format’ as it offers four 
months of daily challenges, plus two 
dozen bonuses, and covers geography, 
history, and the sciences. It features rebus 
and word-finder puzzles, image 
identifications (in b/w and color), short 
stories, questions presented in a number of 
formats, and many surprises. 
  
Author Ken Havelock’s widespread 
interests have taken him many places, and 
include securing the US and Canadian 
utility patents for his invention ‘arm-tray 
for wheelchair.’ 
 
Softcover, 184 pages. U.S. price $19.95. 
Howlite Press. 
 
All rights available.
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Esoteric / Spiritual 
• Anchoring the Light Body on Earth 
Nada-Yolanda
 
 

 
 
 
Esoteric teachings and interdimensional 
communications present clear, 
unparalleled guidelines on how to 
recognize and work with the immortal, 
resurrected, light body of the I Am Self, as 
demonstrated by Christ Jesus. 
 
Travel back in time two thousand years. 
Imagine yourself in the Upper Room, 
sitting at the feet of the Master, the 
resurrected Christ, Jesus of Nazareth. Bask 
in the radiance of his materialized 
presence. Hear his illuminating words, 
given then to a few disciples. Receive his  
 
 

 
 
inner teaching, the true meaning of his 
resurrection into the light body, the  
spiritual or ascended form of his I Am 
Self. 
 
So it is now. Anchoring the Light Body 
on Earth reveals the sacred wisdom that 
Christ Jesus imparts to all who are ready 
to follow his pattern in re-evolving into 
cosmic consciousness. Herein are  
the keys you need to understand, and to 
prepare for, the demonstration of your own 
immortal, etheric, fourth dimensional, 
resurrected, light body. 
 
The time is ripe. In these Latter Days, light 
workers throughout the planet are 
undergoing a spiritual regeneration that 
will lead all mankind into the fourth 
dimension, a new heaven on a new Earth. 
 
We are preparing the force field for the 
redescent of our planetary way shower, 
Sananda, in his light body as Christ Jesus. 
Copartners in the Second Coming, we are 
called to anchor our light bodies on Earth 
in order to lift mass consciousness for this 
prophesied event. As we ascend, Sananda 
descends. 
 
In the Upper Room of your consciousness, 
the resurrected Christ, your own I Am 
presence, awaits you. Seated at the feet of 
the Master — and at the feet of all 
ascended beings ready to instruct you — 
open your mind and heart to the adventure 
of a lifetime: anchoring your light body on 
Earth! 
 



Section 1: Rediscover Your Light Body 
presents an unparalleled primer for 
understanding the nature and function of  
 
our fourth dimensional, immortal, 
resurrected form through which we 
express fully our Christ powers and talents 
as children of Father-Mother God. 
 
No other guidebook offers such a clear and 
succinct teaching on the light body. It 
provides important historical context, as 
well as guidelines on how to recognize and 
to work with light-body contact. Six 
chapters also contain helpful visualizations 
and questions for all truth seekers. 
 
Section 2: Channelings. Selected by El 
Morya/Mark in 1975 from among 
thousands of channelings delivered 
through Nada-Yolanda, 84 pertinent 
communications flesh out a basic 
understanding of the light body. 
 
The messages reveal how the ascended 
masters carefully have laid out a step-by-
step program for the light workers, guiding 
them to anchor their light bodies on Earth 
in preparation for the Second Coming. 
 
Soft cover, 344 pages. U.S. price $20. 
Mark-Age. 
 
All rights available.
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Esoteric / Spiritual 
• Cosmic Laws 
Nada-Yolanda
 
 

 
 
 

No matter our spiritual 
pathway, none of us can 

attain enlightenment 
without knowing and 

applying universal laws that 
govern our lives and 

relationships through 
eternity. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Reveals twenty-three universal laws of 
God, based on Nada-Yolanda’s 
channelings of the ascended masters and 
correlated with the world’s major 
philosophies and religions. 
 
Included laws are: Oneness; Individuality; 
Polarity; Love; Creation; Integration; 
Transmutation; Sacrifice; Equality; Give 
& Take; Free Will; Noninterference; 
Order; Cause & Effect (Karma); 
Reincarnation; Growth & Evolution; 
Attraction & Repulsion; Righteousness; 
Example; Balance & Harmony; 
Compensation; Life; Perfection. 
 
In 1956-58, Nada-Yolanda had a 
profound, startling, spiritual awakening 
and has devoted over forty-five years as 
the cofounder and primary channel for the 
I AM Nation through Mark-Age, Inc. She 
toured and lectured around the world 
about the Second Coming of I Am 
consciousness on Earth and the promise of 
the return of her master teacher, Sananda-
Jesus the Christ. 
 
Cosmic Laws is our premier primer of 
universal teachings! 
 
Soft cover, 161 pages, glossary. U.S. price 
$15. Mark-Age, Inc. 
 
All rights available.
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Esoteric / Spiritual 
• How to Do All Things, Your Use of Divine Power 
Mark Age
 
 

 
 
 
Master your life. Help change the world. 
Discover a new way to solve your 
problems and reach your goals. Be all you 
were created to be: a spiritual being with 
unlimited resources and talents. 
 
You are a child of God, the Source of all 
power, wisdom, healing and love. How To 
Do All Things takes you step by step to 
experiencing your true Self. No rituals. No 
complicated teachings. Simple, clear 
knowledge leads directly to the Source. 
Mastership is for everyone. 
 
 
 

 
 
How To Do All Things' simple, practical 
approach will serve you in all your 
activities. It has been used successfully by 
those of all religious and spiritual 
backgrounds, opening the door for many 
in understanding their faith. Countless 
readers have testified to its impact on their 
lives. 
 
"If you do not already own a copy of this 
book, I strongly suggest that you obtain 
one immediately. You will probably 
always wish to keep the book at hand as a 
ready reference for spiritual and material 
decisions."—Vance Ferguson, Personal 
Fulfillment Trainer, 
 
"Here is a milestone text explaining 
methods whereby one can achieve more 
spiritual understanding and greater use of 
divine power. This work of love . . . is a 
divine instructional guide that starts with 
the basic truth, 'Man is not just a physical 
body with a brain but is a spirit with mind 
and body.' This is the first of many, many 
truths offered by Mark Age. The purpose 
is to help lead the reader to a joyful and 
abundant life, steeped in spirituality. It 
succeeds!"— Richard Fuller, Senior 
Editor, Metaphysical Reviews. 
 
Softcover, 144 pages. U.S. price $8. Mark-
Age. 
 
Spanish rights sold; all other rights 
available.
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Gay/ Lesbian / Memoir 
• Snippets from the Trenches, a mother’s AIDS 
memoir 
Freda Wagman
 
 

 
 
 

"An unflinching, heartbreaking 
memoir. A testament to one woman's 

bravery and caring in the face of 
tragedy."—Follow the Sun. 

 
"A powerful and moving portrait of 
the limits of humanity and the many 

faces of AIDS. Written with a 
profoundly empathetic voice."—

Pressque Editing. 
 
 

 
 

 
A time line of the twelve-year journey of 
the author’s son living with HIV/AIDS. 
 
Upon learning of his diagnosis early in 
1983, she joined the fledgling AIDS 
Foundation Houston. Throughout the 
book, she tells of her involvement in 
helping other people, along with the hope 
of learning how to deal with her own 
impending loss. Of course, as the reader 
finds, one is never prepared for that. 
 
The book chronicles the author’s personal 
growth while monitoring her only child’s 
health and that of numerous people with 
AIDS whom she had grown to love. Even 
her fellow volunteers were succumbing to 
the illness, magnifying the sorrow to even 
greater levels. 
 
“The book you sent me is wonderfully 
written. I’m not a bit surprised that 
Foreword Magazine designated it the book 
of the year,”—Marion Roach Smith, heard 
daily on ‘The Naturalist’s Datebook,’ 
Martha Stewart Living Radio, and author 
of The Memoir Project, A Thoroughly 
Non-Standardized Text for Writing & Life. 
 
Susan Choi, Pulitzer Prize Finalist, 
American Woman: “The really 
extraordinary thing about this book is that 
it tells the story of how one mother 
embarked on her feverish course of 
involvement in the AIDS community, in 
large part to help herself come to terms 
with the possibility of her son’s death. But 
all that work really doesn’t prepare her.  
She becomes incredibly intimate with a 
series of strangers, yet she and her son 



have more and more trouble talking about 
HIS illness, which is the reason she is 
doing all this in the first place. She 
becomes indispensable at the bedsides of 
countless other people, but when Gary is 
dying she feels helpless, disconnected and 
as if she’d never set foot in an AIDS 
hospital room. What is moving about this 
book is the fact that all this preparation 
doesn’t prepare, because NOTHING can 
prepare her. 
 
Snippets from the Trenches, a mother's 
AIDS memoir is available from Amazon 
in paperback and Kindle2. A video book 
trailer may be seen at  
 
http://video.yahoo.com/watch/4968051?fr
=yvmtf. 
 
Soft cover, 258 pages. U.S. price $18. 
Freda Wagman. 
 
Chinese language rights sold; all other 
rights available.
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Industrial Security 
• Security Matters, Essays on Industrial Security 
Francis Hamit
 
 

 
 
 
Francis Hamit spent more than twenty 
years in the Security industry as a guard 
Captain, manager, sales executive and 
consultant. For seven years (1994-2000) 
he wrote a monthly column on industry 
issues, “Security Counterpoint” for 
Security Technology & Design magazine. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Much of that material written in a style 
accessible to the general reader remains 
relevant today. 
 
This book contains 32 essays that address 
such issues as: 
 
   • Domestic terrorism 
   • The role of security professionals in 
        our society 
   • The Interactions between business and 
        law enforcement 
   • Little known threats to persons and 
        property. 
 
Suitable as a supplemental readings text 
for academic courses, Security Matters is 
also a resource for security professionals, 
and an interesting and enjoyable book for 
others interested in Security, Law 
Enforcement, Corporate Culture, and Loss 
Prevention. 
	  
Softcover, 302 pages with end matter and 
table of contents. U.S. print price $44. 
Pathway Book Service; Amazon e-book 
$39. 
 
All rights available.
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Leadership / Business 
• Hardwired Humans, Successful Leadership Using 
Human Instincts 
Andrew O’Keeffe
 
 

 
 
 

“A compelling book” 
—Dr. Jane Goodall 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Offices are not our natural habitat. 
 
Leadership is easier when you understand 
the nine instincts that still drive human 
behavior, Based on the author’s wide 
experience in large organizations 
combined with witty true stories of chimps 
from Taronga Zoo and Gombe, Tanzania, 
Hardwired Humans explains the 
psychology behind the human instincts of 
social behavior and how leaders can use an 
understanding of these instincts to make 
more effective decisions. 
 
“This excellent, entertaining book 
introduces the ideas of modern 
evolutionary psychology and their 
relevance for life and business. It does so 
with style and wit. The blend of evidence 
from research on apes with insights about 
human behaviour tells the story of what it 
takes to be human in a most engaging 
fashion.” —Nigel Nicholson, professor of 
organisational behaviour, London 
Business School. 
 
Andrew O’Keeffe has worked in senior 
roles with IBM, Cable & Wireless Optus, 
SKM and Hewitt Associates, He is an 
associate of three of Australia’s leading 
business schools and author of the 
celebrated novel The Boss (may be found 
under ‘Fiction A-K’). 
 
Hardcover, 236 pages. Australian price 
$A39.95. ISBN 9780646551746. 
Greenleaf Books. 
 
All rights available.
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People / Biography, Memoir 
• Solacers 
Arion Golmakani
 
 

 
 
 
The story of a forgotten, disregarded child 
but also a story of hope, integrity, and 
forgiveness. 
 
Alireza seemingly has every reason to give 
up, to sink into feelings of personal 
martyrdom or resolve to take vengeance 
on those who have harmed him. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Instead, he keeps an open heart, able to be 
touched by the kindness others show him, 
able to feel love and seek possibility in 
any circumstance. 
 
And he learns to listen to the dreams of his 
past and future and set himself on the path 
that will turn his dreams into reality. 
 
“Golmakani gives voice to children 
everywhere who long for nurturing and 
hunger for security. His is a remarkable 
story of resilience and optimism with 
lessons for us all.”—Hans J. Massaquoi, 
whose bestselling book Destined to 
Witness: Growing Up Black in Nazi 
Germany was produced in the German 
mini-series ‘Neger, Neger, 
Schornsteinfeger.’ 
 
“As readers, we admire his persistence and 
his generous heart.”—Karen Ackland, 
Forewords Review Magazine, April, 2011. 
 
Arion Golmakani is an American author of 
Iranian origins. He was born in Tehran and 
migrated to the United States in the spring 
of 1974 at the age of 17. Arion was 
educated at College Conservatory of 
Music, University of Cincinnati, where he 
received a degree in fine arts, specializing 
in radio and television. 
 
Softcover, 289 pages. U.S. price $14.95; 
eBook $9.99. RedCornPoppy Books. 
 
All rights available.
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People / Biography, Science 
Living in the Past, Looking to the Future, The 
Biography of John Hays Hammond, Jr. 
John Dandola
 
 

 
 
 

The life of John Hays 
Hammond, Jr., has all 
the elements of best-

selling fiction: 
 
He was the scion of a wealthy family; the 
son of a world-famous father; the protégé 
of Thomas Alva Edison, Alexander 
Graham Bell, and Nikola Tesla. 
 
 
 
 

 
When he demonstrated that he could steer 
unmanned power boats from shore,  
newspapers dubbed him ‘The Boy 
Inventor’ but he went on to be lauded as 
‘The Father of Radio Control.’ 
 
Along the way, he accumulated some 800 
U.S. and foreign patents on more than 400 
different inventions; amassed a personal 
fortune from his innovations for military 
weaponry and radio; built an actual castle 
as his home, laboratory, and showplace for 
his medieval art collection; and played 
host to the international elite. 
 
This is the biography of a man who 
obsessively gathered bits and pieces of 
history around him yet whose scientific 
work led to a future of robots, target-
seeking torpedoes, and guided missiles. 
John Dandola is an award-winning author, 
historian, and screenwriter. His insights 
into the personalities of great men were 
fostered by his maternal grandfather who 
worked as a messenger boy for Thomas 
Edison during the 1910’s. Both the Edison 
laboratories and Hammond Castle have 
been used as backdrops in several of Mr. 
Dandola’s mystery novels, one of which 
even features John Hays Hammond, Jr. as 
a character. 
 
Soft cover, 265 pages. U.S. price $19.95. 
The Quincannon Publishing Group. 
 
All rights available.
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Philosophy / Metaphysics, Romance 
• As Time Goes By 
Alfred John Dalrymple
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
On the Everest trail ... Alfred hires Neil 
Barton Jangmu Sherpa to porter, and to 
listen as he reads from his new book. 
 
This is a conversational study of 
consciousness as the Ground of Being.  
 
Alfred believes the Ground of Being is 
consciousness. He thinks time, distance, 
and size are part of it...and is mass and its 
laws. 
 
Energy equals mass. E=M. The energy is 
consciousness, going forward “the same 
as” and “different from” itself, assuring 
that bits of reality, though connected, are 
separable. Cause and effect stands...man 
can have freewill. 
 
Softcover, 116 pages. U.S. price $6.50; 
eBook $5.59. DART Books. 
 
All rights available.
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Philosophy / Metaphysics 
• Consciousness As the Primary Field 
Alfred John Dalrymple
 
 

 
 
 
If every manifest existent is preceded by 
the possibility it could exist, we ought to 
study time and distance as related to the 
speed of light...and, as pertaining to a 
larger reality than our universe. 
 
Is time and distance, also consciousness, 
‘becoming,’ or changing itself forward? 
And is this continuance carpet-like and 
connected...yet separable? 
 
 
 
 

 
 
If consciousness moves itself forward, its 
action is of an ‘immediacy’ we don’t 
understand. But...by considering it, we can 
have clearer understanding of cause and 
effect, the separable nature of things, free 
will and fate. 
 
About the author: Born in Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire, Mr. Dalrymple attended 
what was then the oldest primary school in 
America, ‘the Haven,’ a red-brick building 
that pointed to the use of reason rather 
than church teaching to acknowledge the 
spirit. 
 
After a well-traveled childhood, using 
Portsmouth as a base, including brief 
residence in Maine, Connecticut, Florida, 
California, and the vicinity of Pearl Harbor 
(leaving a few weeks before the Japanese 
bombed), he was educated at the 
University of New Hampshire and 
Columbia University. 
 
He has now lived several decades in 
Alaska’s Aleutian Islands, at 
Unalaska/Dutch Harbor. From there 
he has traveled occasionally to Nepal 
and China. In Alaska, Mr. Dalrymple has 
been a schoolteacher, fisherman, and 
municipal employee. 
 
Softcover, 54 pages. U.S. price $6.50; 
eBook $5.59. DART Books. 
 
All rights available.
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Philosophy / Metaphysics 
• “I” 
Alfred John Dalrymple
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Man’s institutions have often flooded 
minds with unquestioned certainties, 
effectively robotizing...and now science 
can do the same by saying we act 
according to what genes dictate. 
 
Why is there “Something” rather than 
“Nothing”? Why are its laws harmonic? 
Why wouldn’t it be aware of existence? 
 
Of awareness...what do we share with the 
entirety? If the cosmos has “I” in us, how 
else does it have it? 
 
And can we lose ours? 
 
Educated at the University of New 
Hampshire and Columbia University, 
author Alfred John Dalrymple has traveled 
extensively in Nepal, as well as China. He 
lives in the Alaskan Aleutian Islands. 
 
Soft cover, 46 pages. U.S. price $6. DART 
Books. 
 
All rights available.
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Philosophy / Physics 
• Awareness as the Ground of Being 
Alfred John Dalrymple
 
 

 
 
 
In this universe one thing follows another. 
We relate to the speed of light, and say 
nothing can travel faster. 
 
Today, we know that two ‘entangled’ bits 
of matter, though separated by vast 
distance, immediately co-respond to 
stimulus applied to one. 
 
Some say there is no message sent. The 
co-response is due to the ‘oneness’ of 
reality. 
  
 

 
 
I believe messages can be sent over vast 
distance immediately. This retains the 
separable nature of reality and assures that 
man has self-emanated choice—free will. 
 
Time and distance are relative also, and 
primarily to the immediacy pf 
consciousness. 
 
About the author: Born in Portsmouth, 
New Hampshire, Mr. Dalrymple attended 
what was then the oldest primary school in 
America, ‘the Haven,’ a red-brick building 
that pointed to the use of reason rather 
than church teaching to acknowledge the 
spirit. 
 
After a well-traveled childhood, using 
Portsmouth as a base, including brief 
residence in Maine, Connecticut, Florida, 
California, and the vicinity of Pearl Harbor 
(leaving a few weeks before the Japanese 
bombed), he was educated at the 
University of New Hampshire and 
Columbia University. 
 
He has now lived several decades in 
Alaska’s Aleutian Islands, at 
Unalaska/Dutch Harbor. From there he has 
traveled occasionally to Nepal and China. 
 
His latest work is about consciousness 
beyond man; this result not arrived at 
through the unquestioned certainties of 
‘church,’ but after using reason, cautiously 
to acknowledge the importance of man’s 
‘between thoughts’ condition. 
 
Soft cover, 61 pages. U.S. price $6. DART 
Books. All rights available.
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Religion 
• Castle of Dreams, The Divinity Within 
Gayle Rogers
 
 

 
 
 
How Jesus Christ Survives 

Christianity 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
When God became man in the form of 
Jesus Christ, both man and God were 
changed. 
 
Established churches subsequently tried to 
change Jesus yet again by declaring him “a 
conscious path to God.” 
 
The actual Jesus, however, remains free of 
these doctrinal changes and their often 
implicit tenets that would kill His spirit 
and use Him as a basis for fascism. 
 
Man-created religious doctrines have no 
power over our men-creating God. 
 
As Castle of Dreams shows, we 
ourselves, like Jesus/God, can be free of 
these nihilistic religious doctrines. 
 
Soft cover, 245 pages. U.S. price $14.95. 
Sojourner Publishers Inc. 
 
All rights available.
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Self-Help 
Power of Positive Doing 
Ivan Burnell
 
 

 
 
 

The #1 Motivational 
Book of Its Kind 

 
This book has real down-to-earth strategies to 
show you how to add focus and energy to 
achieve the success you want in your life. 
Written by an engineer and laid out in easy to 
understand terms, the book is beautiful in its 
simplicity and powerful in its concepts. 
 
You will learn tools to improve every facet of 
your life. There are concepts that challenge the  
way you look at the world, and self tests to 
help you determine the path you want in your  
 
 

 
 
 
life. The concepts you will learn will follow 
you throughout each day. This is a book that  
will change your perception of who you are 
and what you can accomplish in life. 
 
What readers around the world are saying 
about Power of Positive Doing: 
 
Ireland: “...Congratulations on a wonderful 
piece of work that will survive and be 
recognized as a masterpiece for centuries...” 
 
Oman: “...It is mandatory to read. It is a bible 
for living...”— M. Pilai, Oman. 
 
Spain: “I had read so many books, but 
somehow this one has something special...” 
 
Slovenia: “I read it twelve times and my life 
has changed for the better.” 
 
India: “...I give your book to as many as 
possible. It should reach everyone on earth...” 
 
Canada: “WOW. This is about the greatest 
thing that has happened to me today. Boy do 
you have a talent for writing and teaching. 
You are fantastic at what you do. Your 
information comes across naturally and 
easily.” 
 
Soft cover, 240 pages. $14.95. IPD Publishing. 
 
Slovenian, Chinese (Taiwan), Spanish 
(Central/South America), Turkish, 
Indonesian, Nigerian and Indian reprint 
rights sold; all other rights available.
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Self-Help 
• Say YES to Life 
Ivan Burnell
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
The first inspirational pocket-book that 
encourages the readers to integrate each 
idea into their lives. Each saying is 
followed by a page designed to allow you 
to think and comment on how it applies to 
your life and circumstances.  
  
Ivan Burnell, former NASA engineer, hit 
the bottom of the barrel of life and 
discovered that what happens to us is not 
important. How we react to what happens 
is. The choices we make and the actions 
we take are what determine our success 
and happiness or our failure and despair.  
  
Softcover, 68 pages. $7.95. International 
Personal Development. 
 
All rights available.
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Self-Help 
• Road to a Happier Marriage, 21 Brilliant Steps to 
Take 
Ivan Burnell
 
 

 
 
 
Since writing Power of Positive 
Doing which is now published 
in seven languages and printed 
in ten countries, readers from 

around the world have 
continued to ask me by letter, 
fax and email: “How does this 

apply to interpersonal 
relationships, more specifically 

to marriage?” 
 
 

 
 
This book is filled with ideas and practical 
tools to achieve a happier marriage. The 
search for happiness is often thwarted not 
from a lack of good intentions, but from a 
lack of thinking from a different 
perspective. 
 
Each chapter has a different theme with 
stories of real people who have dealt with 
problems in different ways. The chapters 
end with positive steps for the reader to 
take to achieve a better understanding of 
one’s partner and ways to add zest to the 
relationship. 
 
Ivan Burnell, inspirational speaker and 
motivator, discovered after a difficult 
divorce that the marriage he wanted to 
create needed to be well planned. Now, 
after twenty-five years of a happy, 
successful second marriage, he shares the 
secrets and strategies he used to achieve 
this end. 
 
Soft cover, 224 pages. U. S. price $15.95. 
IPD Publishing. 
 
All rights available
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Self-Help / Motivational 
• Living in the Unlimited Universe 
Ivan Burnell
 
 

 
 
 

What Happened to 
Your Dreams? 

 
Only recent generations have seen scientific 
evidence that the universe spreads out to 
infinity, straining the limits of our 
comprehension. In the same way, even the 
most contained space or experience is a 
microcosm of the infinite, endless in detail and 
possibility. Traditional beliefs have not 
incorporated this new vision of the unlimited 
universe, but it is essential to our 
understanding of our true place in the scheme 
of things.  
 
 

 
 
Unless we know where we are and who we 
are, we cannot guess how to go forward. 
 
This book is a road map to help you get back 
on course, to recapture your vision of who you 
really are and why you are here. You do have 
the power that you dreamed of as a child, the 
power to change your world and make it a 
better, happier place. 
 
Chapters include: 
 
• The Searcher 
• The Iconoclast 
• Mind-Body Relationship 
• Gaining Control of Your Life 
• The Four Iconoclastic Questions 
• You Really Are In Control 
• Accepting a New Idea 
• Becoming Non-judgmental 
• Getting Rid of Old Hurts and Anger 
• Where Is It All Leading? 
• The Natural Law 
• Living Within the Natural Law 
• You Are Free 
• Acquiring God-like Characteristics 
• Love 
• Listen and Live 
• Talk Your Way Into Heaven 
• God Forgives Everyone 
• Your Golden Credit Card 
• So...What Now? 
 
Ivan Burnell is the author of three self-help 
books (all represented here), including the 
immensely popular Power of Positive Doing 
that has sold over 50,000 copies worldwide. 
 
Soft cover, 210 pages. U.S. price $15.95. 
October 2008 publication date. Beech River 
Books. 
 
Indian and Nigerian rights sold; all other 
rights available.
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Self-Help / Motivational, Spirituality 
• Dying Was the Best Thing that Ever Happened to 
Me, Stories of Healing and Wisdom Along Life’s 
Journey 
William E. Hablitzel, M.D.
 
 

 
 
 

“.... more like a 
healing than a book.” 

—Larry Dossey, M.D. 
 
 
In this 2007 Independent Publisher Book 
Awards Medalist, William E. Hablitzel, 
M.D., a practicing physician and medical 
educator, shows the magic found in his 
patients’ lives. 
 

 
 
Caring for patients in hospitals, 
examination rooms, and even in the back 
of ambulances, he has found lives stripped 
to their essence, and amidst that essence, 
great wisdom. 
 
In an overworked and perpetually stressed 
society, his timely carpe diem message 
and life lessons will appeal to almost 
everyone and are touching lives around the 
world. 
 
Writes Publishers Weekly: “He shares the 
wisdom, humor, and resoluteness of a 
Marcus Welby in this engrossing and 
moving collection.” 
 
“Stories to heal your life...beautifully 
presented.”—Dr. Wayne W. Dyer. 
 
“This book has all of the wisdom one 
could seek, told in a heartwarming way 
that touched me deeply. When a book 
leads me to tears and joy, as this book has, 
I know it contains the essence of life. Read 
it and reap the benefits and wisdom from 
the experience of others.”—Bernie Siegel, 
M.D. 
 
Hardcover, 256 pages. U.S. price $24.95. 
Sunshine Ridge Publishing. 
 
German, Dutch, Australia/New Zealand 
rights sold; Korean; Taiwan (complex 
Chinese); Turkish rights sold; Indian 
and Nigerian reprint rights sold; all 
other rights available.
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Self-Help / Motivational, Spirituality, Health 
• It Was Only a Moment Ago 
William E. Hablitzel, M.D.
 
 

 
 
 

2013 Eric Hoffer Award 
Winner 

 
 

“Highly recommended for 
anyone who needs a reminder 

of what the compassionate 
heart of medicine can be 

like.” 
—Larry Dossey, M.D. 

 
 

 
 
Would it surprise you to learn that your 
doctor knows very little about healing? 
Doctors know a great deal about treating 
symptoms and curing disease to be sure, 
but the incredible need masquerading as 
aches, pains, and fatigue that fills medical 
offices and emergency rooms far too often 
slips by unattended and unnoticed. It takes 
special teachers and a willingness to listen 
to learn about healing. 
 
Dr. William E. Hablitzel knows of such 
things. Practicing physician, medical 
educator, and award-winning author, he 
has discovered his greatest teachers of 
healing within the lives he has cared for. 
In It Was Only a Moment Ago, Dr. 
Hablitzel shares the lessons that can be 
learned through illness, loss, and even 
death. From the lives of others the reader 
discovers that illness resides in the energy 
that we invite into our lives. So too, does 
healing. This is the book that anyone who 
has ever been ill wishes their physician 
would read. 
 
A master storyteller, Dr. Hablitzel’s work 
has spread around the world. His first 
book, Dying Was the Best Thing That 
Ever Happened to Me, has been published 
in countries spanning five continents. An 
associate professor of clinical medicine at 
the University of Cincinnati College of 
Medicine, he has been recognized for 
excellence in teaching. His work in rural 
healthcare was honored by resolutions 
passed by the Ohio State Senate and the 
Ohio House of Representatives. 
 



“This Man is an Angel disguised as a 
Medical Doctor—His words will Touch 

Your Soul.”—Dr. Wayne W. Dyer. 
 

 
Hardcover, 300 pages. U.S. price $24.95. 
Sunshine Ridge Publishing. 
 
Korean rights sold; all other rights 
available.
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Self-Help / Personal Growth, Development 
• Becoming What You Want to See in the World: 
The Art of Joyful Living, New Expanded Green 
Edition 
Mary Claire O’Neal
 
 

 
 
 

Recipient 
of Foreword Magazine's 

Book of the Year Award, 
Best Books Award, and 

the Indie Excellence 
Award 

 
 
An engaging book that helps readers 
examine the ‘physics’ of happiness and 
how to ignite and revive passion and joy in 
life. With personal stories and practical 
tools and activities, this book offers help 
from a seasoned professional in leading a 
more fulfilling, balanced, and meaningful 
life. 
 
It contains clear and concise principles and 
plans of action for our busy lives and 
centers around tools for compassionate 
communication, within ourselves and with 
others, that anyone can use to improve 
one’s outlook and live an inspired life. 
 
“This book could not have come at a more 
opportune time. A ray of hope amid 
chaos....”—Arun Gandhi, President, M.K. 
Gandhi Institute for Nonviolence. 
 
Mary Claire O’Neal is a communications 
consultant, motivational speaker and 
actress who has worked and studied at the 
Royal National Theatre in Britain with Sir 
Anthony Hopkins. 
 
Softcover, 104 pages. U.S. price $12.95. 
River Birch Publishing, LLC. 
 
Greek, Indian and Nigerian reprint 
rights sold; all other rights available.
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Self-Help / Relationships / Mind, Body, Spirit 
• You Might Be A Narcissist If...How to Identify 
Narcissism in Ourselves and Others and What We Can 
Do about It 
Lisa Charlebois, LCSW; Paul Meier, MD; and 
Cynthia Munz LMSW
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Can help determine if the stress in 
relationships with family, friends, or at 
work is unknowingly caused from 
narcissism in yourself or others. 
Narcissism is quite common; most of us 
have some narcissistic tendencies. 
 
The book was written by two 
psychotherapists and a psychiatrist with 
decades of both personal and professional 
experience with narcissism. It is filled with 
many interesting examples taken from the 
authors’ or their clients lives that clearly 
demonstrate narcissism. 
 
A Narcissism Questionnaire and practical 
suggestions are given for dealing with 
narcissism whether it’s in your spouse, a 
co-worker, or even yourself. 
 
Softcover, 98 pages. U.S. price $13.95; 
eBook $9.99. You Might Be A Narcissist 
If... 
 
All rights available.
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Self-Help / Spirituality 
• 12 Secrets for Healing, Sacred Wisdom to Enrich the 
Healing Life 
William E. Hablitzel, M.D.
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
You do not have to be a physician to be a 
healer. Some of the world’s greatest 
healers have never attended medical 
school. Their healing secrets are hidden in 
the lives that surround us, lives woven 
from the threads of spirituality, touched by 
the mysteries of the universe, and filled 
with stories to tell. 
 
Dr. William Hablitzel, award-winning 
author of Dying Was the Best Thing that 
Ever Happened to Me, shares the lessons 
gleaned from his greatest teachers—the 
patients he has cared for. In their stories 
are found secrets that can help us discover 
meaning and happiness, secrets that can 
make ordinary life extraordinary, and 
secrets that can teach us how to heal. 
 
William E. Hablitzel, M.D., an internist in 
southern Ohio, started his career as a 
firefighter-paramedic for his hometown 
fire department. As an associate professor 
of clinical medicine at the University of 
Cincinnati College of Medicine, he has 
been recognized for excellence in 
teaching. His work in rural health care was 
honored by resolutions passed by the Ohio 
State Senate and the Ohio House of 
Representatives. When not seeing patients 
or teaching, he is drawn to the hills of 
Appalachia where he finds birds, 
photographs nature and cherishes the 
silence. 
 
Softcover. U.S. price $14.95. Sunshine 
Ridge. 
 
All rights available.
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Self-Help / Stress Management, Mind-Body 
• Balancing Act: Reflections, Meditations, and Coping 
Strategies for Today’s Fast-Paced Whirl 
Adele Ryan McDowell, Ph.D.
 
 

 
 
 
This Amazon best-selling 
resource is indispensable 
for handling stress and 
strain. It is practical, 

comforting, and 
humorous—a must have 

for your bedside table 
 

 
 
 
Psychoneuroimmunology has taught us 
that emotions, thoughts, bodily sensations, 
and yearnings of the soul work hand-in-
hand. In Balancing Act, you will find 
reflections, meditations, and coping 
strategies grounded in psychoneuro-
immunology, cognitive-behavioral, 
transpersonal and positive psychologies, 
big picture spirituality, and humor to help 
you make it through the day—as well as 
the night. 
 
Norm Shealy, M.D., Ph.D. says Balancing 
Act “speaks to the soul.” 
 
Bernie Siegel, M.D. proclaims, “...can 
help to inform you and inspire change.” 
 
Dr. Frank Lawlis says, “is well worth 
reading...” 
 
Carol Ritberger, Ph.D. declares, “This is 
one book you will read multiple times...” 
 
The author is psychologist Adele Ryan 
McDowell, Ph.D., who likes looking at 
life through the big view. 
 
Softcover, 177 pages. U.S. price $13.95; 
eBook $9.99. White Flower Press. 
 
All rights available.
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Suicide 
• Making Peace with Suicide: A Book of Hope, 
Understanding, and Comfort 
Adele Ryan McDowell, Ph.D.
 
 

 
 
 
Written by Adele Ryan McDowell, Ph.D., 
a practicing psychotherapist and former 
hot-line responder, Making Peace with 
Suicide provides a comprehensive and 
compassionate look at the world-wide 
phenomena of suicide. The book is 
designed for those who have lost a loved 
one to suicide; those considering suicide; 
and those who work with or counsel the 
bereaved and the suicidal. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Making Peace with Suicide analyzes the 
factors and circumstances that can lead to 
suicide and sheds light on the phenomena 
of suicide vis-à-vis teenagers, the military, 
post-partum depression, as an end-of-life 
choice, and asks if addiction is a form of 
slow suicide. Dr. McDowell provides a 
seven-step healing process and explores 
suicide and the soul and today’s global 
energy of suicide.  
 
Dr. McDowell is a psychotherapist with 
30+ years’ experience. Her work focuses 
on helping clients find hope and balance in 
the face of crisis, trauma, and grief. She 
has worked with suicide, domestic 
violence, and sexual assault crisis hotlines; 
survivors of Hurricane Katrina, 9/11, the 
Joplin Tornado, and the Newtown 
shooting; clients struggling with addiction 
as well as those moving through profound 
life changes such as grief and health 
challenges. Dr. McDowell is also the 
author of Balancing Act: Reflections, 
Meditations, and Coping Strategies for 
Today’s Fast-Paced Whirl. You can 
learn more at: 

	  
http://AdeleRyanMcDowell.com and 

http://AdeleandthePenguin.com. 
 
“No topic could be more timely than 
suicide. This remarkable book addresses 
people who have contemplated ending 
their lives as well as those who have to 
deal with the aftermath of those who 
succeeded. But it will also be invaluable 
 
 



to mental health workers and military  
chaplains, especially those who deal 
with young people who have been bullied 
and veterans with PTSD. For such a 
complex topic, Dr. McDowell's writing 
style is reader-friendly and the stories she 
presents may well evoke tears. Her wise 
recommendations include teaching self-
mastery techniques to help people cope 
with the stress of a success-oriented 
society. I have read many books on this 
sensitive topic, but none with the breadth 
and scope of Making Peace with 
Suicide.”—Stanley Krippner, PhD, 
co-author, Personal Mythology: The 
Psychology of Your Evolving Self and 
Haunted by Combat: Understanding 
PTSD in War Veterans.  
 
“Finally. A book that explains—in the 
simplest of terms, in a non-sensational, 
non-academic manner—the phenomenal, 
worldwide epidemic we call suicide. If 
you read one book on mental illness and 
how it affects our world, READ THIS 
ONE!”—Ginny Sparrow, Editor, 
American Association of Suicidology. 
 
Softcover, 232 pages. U.S. price $15.99. 
White Flower Press. 
 
All rights available.
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Thank you for looking at these pages. 
 

Please check back often, as new titles will be added frequently throughout the year. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 


